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My thoughts: "the film is a way more
typical Bollywood Pujan Panda movies

about magical realism. Many people are
debating whether the movie is being
secretly propaganda on India's love. I
personally have to agree. India has

experienced a lot of terrorist attacks and
most of them have been done by

Pakistan (or Pakistan's proxy's) under the
guise of Indian terrorists. I love how all

the terrorists are portrayed as unclever,
aimless,.... Read More In a genre that has

had far too much Evesquatch and
Extraterrestrial ripoff, Rotting Heads
manages to be the first indy horror

movie to truly understand what made the
horror genre so popular in the first place.
They basically import the concept of the
monster being an offshoot of the main
character, rather than an alien from
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beyond the stars. The monster is a literal
offshoot of the main character and has
all the same powers and mutations, but
behaves and feels like the... Read More
Much like the story of Robert Rodriguez
and Quentin Tarantino's Super 8, The

Headache: a story of self and self doubt
unfolds as a character struggles to gain
control of their life. The Headache is a
movie that is part art and part science
fiction: using complex neurology and

visual effects to achieve an emotionally
stirring story. The Headache stars

Academy Award nominee Anna Kendrick,
Tracy Morgan, Amy Landecker, Peter

Stormare, and a cast that features the...
Read More The Dirties is a story about a
family heading to their old beach house,
where a mysterious murder occurred a

few years ago. Perhaps fueled by
desperation or hope, a gang of

teenagers, led by the 13-year-old son,
decides to move in. This is a very loose

adaptation of the true events of the 1998
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murder of a 14-year-old in the Long
Beach, California area. Read More The

Head of its class. The first 3D
"blumming" style film from director
Cameron Crowe. A kind of half-way
between a proper drama and a sci-fi

space adventure, but not exactly either.
Because - as with 2001: A Space

Odyssey - what you see is not just what
you get: there are still many unanswered

questions, but also many things you
don't know. For instance: is the thing that

you see hanging in the empty
warehouse, the Space Odysseus, a

monster or a living spaceship? And even
if that... Read More The 6d1f23a050
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